
APPENDIX 1

BARROW HIGHWAYS ADVISORY SUB-GROUP

Minutes of a Virtual Meeting of the Barrow Highways Advisory Sub-Group held on 
Tuesday, 13 October 2020 at 10.15 am.

PRESENT:

Mr W McEwan (Chair)

Mr F Cassidy (Vice-Chair)
Mr D Brook
Mr D Gawne

Mr KR Hamilton
Mr B Shirley
Mr MH Worth

Also in Attendance:-

Mr M Brierley - Infrastructure Planning Officer
Mr B Davis - Traffic Management Officer
Mrs L Harker - Senior Democratic Services Officer
Ms T Ingham - Area Manager - Barrow
Mr G Manning - Street Lighting Officer
Mr M Otto - Acting Parking Manager, Barrow Borough Council
Mr K Tetchner - Local Area Highways Network Manager
Mrs V Upton - Traffic Management - Team Leader

Mr W McPhail, Stagecoach Representative, attended for agenda item 3 – Update 
from Stagecoach (minute 52 refers).

50 APOLOGIES FOR ABSENCE

Mr D Gawne joined the meeting late as he had attended the CRASH Group 
meeting.

51 MINUTES

The minutes of the meeting of the Sub-Group held on 4 June 2020 were confirmed 
as circulated.

52 UPDATE FROM STAGECOACH

Members received a verbal update from Willie McPhail, representative of 
Stagecoach.



The Sub-Group was informed that social distancing due to the pandemic had 
reduced capacity and revenue on the service.  He explained to members that at the 
start of the school term in September Stagecoach had introduced an additional ‘S’ 
service to allow students to be transported to schools and colleges in a safe 
environment.  

A discussion took place regarding the proposed introduction of the tier system due 
to the pandemic; it was confirmed it was not anticipated this would affect the bus 
service and emphasised the service would only be reduced if it was absolutely 
necessary.

Mr McPhail raised his concerns regarding the issues experienced by the bus 
operator due to the traffic congestion at the Hollywood Retail Park.  The Local 
Highways Network Manager explained that the car park was private but 
investigations were taking place to try and alleviate the problems being experienced.  
Officers highlighted the concerns they had raised during the consultation period 
regarding the new Burger King and other takeaways in the area but explained that 
planning permission had been granted.  Members welcomed the investigations 
being undertaken and looked forward to a resolution as soon as possible.

The local Member for Walney North highlighted his previous suggestion regarding 
the entrance to Hollywood Retail Park being from Ironworks Road and asked if the 
Highways Sub-Group would consider this again.  The Local Highways Network 
Manager explained Barrow Local Committee would have to finance a traffic 
modelling study to be undertaken but agreed to discuss the matter further with the 
local Member.

Members discussed the possible introduction of electric buses in Barrow and 
thanked Mr McPhail for his support in this.

The Chair, on behalf of the Sub-Group, thanked Mr McPhail for his update.

53 UPDATE FROM CUMBRIA FIRE AND RESCUE SERVICE

This item was deferred to the next meeting of the Highways Sub-Group in 
December.

54 CYCLING INFRASTRUCTURE

The Sub-Group received a presentation on Barrow-in-Furness Local Cycling and 
Walking Infrastructure Plans (LCWIPs) which were a strategic approach to 
identifying cycling and walking improvements for a given area and had a long-term 
approach to developing walking and cycling networks, ideally over a ten year period.  
It was explained the LCWIPs formed a vital part of the Government’s strategy to 
increase the number of trips made by foot or cycle.



It was explained to date the scope had been determined, data gathered, network 
planning for cycling and walking had been undertaken and improvements were 
being prioritised for investment.  

A discussion took place regarding the workshops which would be undertaken and it 
was agreed that video and photographic evidence would be made available at the 
events. 

Officers raised concerns regarding the problems being encountered engaging with 
schools due to the current pandemic.  Members were asked to encourage all head 
teachers in their divisions to attend the workshops being delivered.

55 SAFER STREETS FUND, BARROW - ROAD LIGHTING IMPROVEMENT 
SCHEME

Members received a Briefing Note on the Safer Streets Fund, Barrow – Road 
Lighting Improvement Scheme. 

The Sub-Group was informed that following publication of proposed grants of up to 
£550,000 per authority being made available Cumbria Police and Crime 
Commissioner and various police and community support officer partners had 
developed a bid to propose various measures to assist with prevention of acquisitive 
crime and anti-social behaviour.  It was explained that the aim was to secure grant 
funding to contribute towards installing safety and security measures such as 
lighting and upgraded home security in the area concerned. 

Members were informed that a bid for Barrow-in-Furness had been successful and 
the Home Office and Office of the Police and Crime Commissioner (OPCC) had 
awarded a total of £436,994.  It was explained that following detailed assessments, 
the OPCC, in conjunction with Cumbria Constabulary had identified Salthouse Road 
and the immediate surrounding area to target.  

The Sub-Group were informed that unlit back streets were to benefit from a brand 
new road lighting system.  It was explained that depending on the available budget, 
certain front streets which would benefit from re-design would be upgraded to 
current standards and have brand new lighting columns and luminaires to replace 
life-expired apparatus and bring the installation up to current standards.

Members were informed that secondary measures such as CCTV and upgraded 
door security had been considered as options in the bid.  It was explained that as 
part of an ongoing partnership, Barrow Borough Council had pledged to improve the 
overall cleanliness of the area and pay particular attention to any fly tipping issues.

The Sub-Group raised their concerns regarding the lack of consultation with the 
Local Committee regarding this matter and emphasised that all local members 
should have been involved in the process. Members raised their concerns at the 
issues regarding back streets and the rear of houses being lit up.  



During the course of discussion members highlighted the cost to the Local 
Committee for shields to be provided on the existing LED street lights and raised 
their concerns regarding who would be responsible for future maintenance of the 
proposed new lighting schemes.

The Sub-Group agreed that the Local Highways Network Manager would discuss 
the matter further with the Lighting Manager and update members.

56 BIGGAR BANK ROAD, SOUTH WALNEY

The Sub-Group received a Briefing Note which provided an update on Biggar Bank 
Road with regards to road safety in response to concerns raised by the local 
Member for Walney South following a recent incident and discussion with residents 
and a representative of the riding school.

Members were informed that the next step was to arrange for traffic monitoring to 
take place on Biggar Bank Road (south of the properties), Thorney Nook Lane and 
Carr Lane to allow consideration of traffic volumes, and current speeds.  

The Sub-Group noted the matter would also be raised through the CRASH Group 
for consideration.  It was explained there would be consideration of the past collision 
history for the area in question to determine if there was evidence of collisions 
resulting from speed that presented a pattern of an issue requiring further 
intervention.  It was agreed that the local Member, Frank Cassidy, would attend the 
relevant CRASH Group when this matter was considered.

Members were informed that following the collation of data and in conjunction with 
the CRASH Group options for consideration of the speeding concerns raised would 
be able to be presented back to the Highways Advisory Sub-Group in 
February 2021.

The Sub-Group noted that options were yet to be determined but may include no 
further action required; a reduction in speed limit from the existing national speed 
limit; or signs and road markings to change the perception of drivers aiming to 
highlight hazards and reduce vehicle speeds.

During the course of discussion the local Member for Walney South drew attention 
to a collision which had taken place in September.  He thanked officers for their 
support and agreed to attend the appropriate CRASH Group to consider this matter 
further.



57 BARROW CONSOLIDATION TRAFFIC REGULATION ORDER 
VARIATION ORDER NO 39 2020

The Sub-Group received a Briefing Note which gave an update on the progress 
made to date on the Barrow Consolidation Traffic Regulation Order Variation No 39 
– The County of Cumbria (Various Roads, Barrow-in-Furness) (Consolidation and 
Minor Amendment of Traffic Regulations) (Order 2001) Variation Order (No 39) 
20><.

The Sub-Group was informed that the proposal at North Scale may be omitted as 
the resident who had made the request no longer lived at the address and the new 
resident was not in support of the proposal.  It was agreed that the Traffic 
Management Team Leader would consult with the resident and local Member.

The local Member for Walney North made the following comments:-

Moor Tarn Lane - supported the proposed extension of the parking 
restriction on Moor Tarn Lane from Central Drive because when there were 
cars parked opposite the school traffic flow was impeded, especially when 
there was a bus at the bus stop. 

North Scale Village at the Crown Hotel – understood that the purpose of 
installing double yellows in front of the entrance to the car park of the Crown 
Hotel was to afford a view to the north when vehicles were exiting.  However, 
he suggested that this restriction proposed only prohibited parking at the car 
park exit and suggested it should be extended further north, as far as the 
property adjoining the Hotel (no 54), to give a good two or three car length 
clearance to ensure visibility to the north.

North Scale Village – did not oppose the extension of double yellow lines 
from the start of the village up to the property numbered 25.  He had 
constantly raised concerns regarding parking on the existing yellow lines 
because this forced vehicles travelling north entering the village to drive on 
the wrong side of the road on a rise and blind bend.  

During the course of discussion it was emphasised that enforcement of the 
parking restrictions was key to the road safety in the area.

The local Member for Risedale asked if the proposal on Cornwallis Street included 
the full length of the road, highlighting the existing taxi rank outside the Town Hall.  
Officers confirmed this was a short stretch to allow vehicles to exit from the small 
car park onto at the Town Hall onto Cornwallis Street.

Officers confirmed that the reference to ‘Alter the extent of the existing “Limited 
Waiting Parking Place Mon-Sat 8am-6pm 1 hour no return within 2 hours” on parts 
of Milton Street, Barrow-in-Furness was to allow the implementation of a disabled 
parking bay.

The Sub-Group was asked to forward any further comments on the Order direct to 
the Traffic Management Team Leader.



It was agreed that a fully report regarding the Traffic Regulation Order with 
recommendations as to the making of the Order permanent would be presented to 
the Local Committee at its meeting on 18 November 2020.

58 REVIEW OF TRAFFIC REGULATIONS 2020/21 - VARIATION ORDER NO 
42 PROPOSALS

The Sub-Group considered a report from the Executive Director – Economy and 
Infrastructure which sought a recommendation to agree to proceed to statutory 
consultation and advertisement of a number of proposed restrictions across the 
Barrow Borough area (referred to in Appendix 1 of the report).

Members were informed that the proposals were principally for safety reasons, to 
aid traffic flow and improve visibility.  It was noted there were also proposals to 
make six existing advisory disabled parking places mandatory, by including them in 
the next Traffic Regulation Order (TRO) variation, so that they were enforceable and 
a proposal for the removal of one existing disabled parking space which was no 
longer required.

During the course of discussion members highlighted a previous recommendation 
made by the Sub-Group to an assessment being undertaken with regards to a 
proposed crossing at Duke Street GP Surgery from the patient car park to the health 
centre.  The Local Highways Network Manager confirmed that this could be 
considered separately from this proposal and that a traffic assessment would be 
carried out now that traffic levels had returned to normal following lockdown during 
the current pandemic.

RECOMMENDED, that Barrow Local Committee agree to proceed to statutory 
consultation and advertisement of a variation to The County of 
Cumbria (Various Roads, Barrow-in-Furness) (Consolidation 
and Minor Amendment of Traffic Regulations) Order 2001, 
(“Variation Order No. 42”) in respect of the restrictions (set out 
in Appendix 1 of the report), having taken into consideration the 
matters contained in Section 122(2) of the Road Traffic 
Regulation Act 1984 (more specifically referred to at paragraph 
7.2 of the report).

59 VERGE MAINTENANCE

The Sub-Group considered a Briefing Note which informed them of the 
Environmental Cutting Policy and protection of biodiversity on the highway verges 
within Cumbria following a request by members for information on the preservation 
of biodiversity on land owned by the County Council.  The information presented 
demonstrated that the cutting regimes followed by Cumbria County Council did 
allow biodiversity to flourish within the highway verges.



Members were informed the Authority worked closely with Barrow Borough Council.  
It was explained that the maintenance of verges within the urban areas of Barrow 
was undertaken predominantly by Barrow Borough Council via a contractor.  The 
highways service was also aware that a number of parish councils in the county 
undertook urban grass cutting operations.  It was explained that urban grass cutting 
operations were usually undertaken to a cut length standard, with the number of 
cuts each year being dictated by the weather and grass growth rather than by a 
schedule of cuts.  The cut length standard would be defined in the individual 
contracts with lengths of 50mm to 100mm being common.  It was noted that this 
type of verge maintenance was not conducive to the protection of biodiversity but 
aesthetics and highway safety issues in busy urban areas were also important 
considerations in determining the urban grass cutting arrangements. 

The Sub-Group noted that hedge cutting was the responsibility of the adjacent 
landowner, whether it be hedges forming the boundary to landowners fields or 
boundary hedges to residential housing.  It was explained that the cutting of hedges 
by mechanical means, other than handheld tools, was restricted during the bird 
nesting season between April and August.  Members noted that field hedges may, 
therefore, appear unkept during this time but it should be recognised that 
landowners cannot undertake hedge cutting with tractors and flails during the bird 
nesting season.  

The local Member for Ormsgill informed members of a young resident in his Division 
who had planted a variety of bulbs on Bank Lane and generally tidied up the area 
and welcomed the involvement of the community.  It was agreed that a certificate of 
thanks would be presented to the resident from the Chair of the Local Committee in 
due course.

60 BARROW WORKS PROGRAMME 2020/21

The Sub-Group received the Barrow Works Programme for 2020/21.

The local Member for Walney South conveyed his thanks for the inclusion of 
flooding issues at Thorny Nook Lane.  It was agreed that a meeting would take 
place with the owner of the Riding School, the Local Highways Network Manager 
and himself to discuss the matter further.

RECOMMENDED, that the Barrow Work Programme for 2020/21 be noted.



61 BARROW LOCAL COMMITTEE PROVISIONAL DEVOLVED HIGHWAYS 
CAPITAL PROGRAMME FOR 2021/2022

Members considered a report by the Executive Director – Economy and 
Infrastructure which sought a recommendation that Barrow Local Committee 
approve the Provisional Devolved Highways Capital Programme 2021/22 including 
prioritised lists of schemes, which would form the basis of the Local Committee’s 
Devolved Highways Capital Programme for 2021/22 and provided a core 
programme for future years subject to annual review.  The Sub-Group noted that the 
indicative allocation for 2021/22 as £1,323,000. 

The local Member for Risedale asked for further information regarding the footway 
reconstruction on Risedale Road.  The Local Highways Network Manager confirmed 
this was the section of footpath where the tree roots were lifting the footway surface.  

RECOMMENDED, that Barrow Local Committee approve the Provisional Devolved 
Highways Capital Programme for 2021/22 (detailed in 
Appendices 1 and 2 of the report), subject to final determination 
following the approval of the 2021/22 Council budget early in 
2021.

62 ANY OTHER BUSINESS

The local Member for Dalton North raised the following matters:-

(1) Ireleth St Peter’s School

(a) letter be sent to residents on Moor Road requesting the hedges are cut 
back;

(b) repaint yellow zig zag lines;

(c) there is a defacto turning point part way up Moor Road on left hand side 
and asked if residents could be asked to cut back their hedges;

(d) a site visit by officers and members be undertaken to explore measures 
which could be undertaken to enable the commute to and from school 
safer along the A595; include the possible installation of barriers at 
pinch-points on the footway;

(e) ingress and egress on A595 onto green space be considered as a car 
park.

(2) Dale Street, Askam – only four out of 17 residents on Dale Street and 
Waterside had been consulted on the proposed Traffic Regulation Order.  It 
was agreed that all residents would be consulted to ensure they could 
feedback on the Traffic Regulation Order VO No 39 and that all objections 
would be considered when making recommendations to Local Committee on 
18 November 2020;



(3) to explore parking solutions on Fell View and Chapel Street, Dalton following 
concerns raised by local residents who were currently forced to park in the 
Dalton Leisure Centre car park due to lack of space to park near their homes.  
It was agreed that officers and the local Member would meet residents to 
discuss this matter further.

The local Member for Roosecote asked about the proposed length of double yellow 
lines on St Michaelson Road and Rampside Road.  Officers welcomed any ideas 
from the local Member regarding this matter and was asked to contact the Traffic 
Management Team Leader directly.

A discussion took place regarding electric vehicle charging points and it as agreed 
the Local Highways Network Manager could consult with colleagues and respond 
direct to Barrow Borough Council.

63 DATE OF NEXT MEETING

It was noted that the next meeting of the Sub-Group would be held virtually on 
Friday 11 December 2020 at 10.15 am.

The meeting ended at 12.15 pm


